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About This Content

An extreme motion game in a fantastic universe, Galaxy Force II was a pioneer in pseudo-3D graphics. Use your evasion roll
while shooting missiles to down enemies.

This DLC will add 1 ship, playable in DLC Mode.
You will receive access to 3 special stages designed specially for this ship. (Only scores using this ship will be registered in the

special stages.)
You will also get access to the SEGA pack: 10 newly arranged stages including 3 boss fights, as well as CS PACK 2: 10 stages

from CS mode.
Buying any DLC also lets you use all the DARIUSBURST ships from the base game in the DLC Mode stages.
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Title: DARIUSBURST Chronicle Saviours - Galaxy Force II
Genre: Action
Developer:
Pyramid, Chara-Ani
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 6 Apr, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8

Processor: Core 2 Duo E6400

Graphics: Shader Model 2.0 Compatible, GeForce 8600GT

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Controller recommended, Monitor over 1280x720 px, refresh rate over 60Hz not supported.

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Russian
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When I saw this appear ages ago I was a bit weirded out; I never thought Galaxy Force 2 was any good and relied too much on
the cabinet. This is excellent, however, and the missile-zip motion and ever-so-brief invulnerability work well as both tactical
battle options and escape techniques for more new gameplay.

I enjoyed this, it's not much of a review but I wanted to recommend.

Please please please add the DLC ships to CS mode, even if they're only available once a level has been completed with a Darius
ship.

Border Down DLC would be fantastic. Unless you're done after producing the dozens of packs already available (thanks for
these, I'm slowly making my way through them).. When I saw this appear ages ago I was a bit weirded out; I never thought
Galaxy Force 2 was any good and relied too much on the cabinet. This is excellent, however, and the missile-zip motion and
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